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Abstract Reusing e対抗ing software with or without modifications is f1'equen七ly occurred to develop new la1'ge 
software a七 low cost with high quali七y. So far, many techniques 部ld tools have been proposed for de七ec七ing reused 
pieces in source code. However) existing tools have low scalability; 七hey spend lots of 皿e皿ory and time to detect 
1'eused pieces on large-scale softwa1'e. In 七his pape1', we p1'oposed an app1'oach fo1' de七ecting 1'eused 品les as well as 
1'eused code f1'agments , code clones fo1' a collection of si皿na1' 1町g争scale softw町e p1'oducts. Fo1' the case study, we 
applied our approach to 七hr・ee OSS p1'ojects and compared code clone detection time between only using CCFinder 
and our app1'oach. We found that our app1'oach takes sho1'te1' time to detect code clones 
Key words hasing) code clone, open source sys七em
1. Introduction 
Software reuse, using exis七回g software w抗h or without 
modifications during the construction of a new software sys 
加ID， 15 仕equentlyoccurred to develop 1町ge“scalesoftware at 
low co品 wiむh high quality. However, in 50me ways, these 
reused pieces occur annoying problems because if a defect 
is found in a reused piece, al of i七5 same p福ces should be 
checked for 七he same defect. This task takes a 10七 of 七ime
and effort, especially in large-scale software 
De色ec七ing and managing reused pieces in softw，町e IS lmｭ
portan七 for not only de七ecting bugs bu色 also understand伺
ing code quality, plagiarism de加ction， copyright in世田ge
men七 mves七19抗ion. Many tools have been proposed for d辛
抱cting reused pieces in softw，町 e 剖 code 仕agment level, so 
called code clones [5], [61 , [71. However, e目前田g clone detecｭ
tion tools have a low scalability, these 加ols take numerous 
times and memory to deむectcode clones on large-scale of so庇­
ware. To overcome this limit叫ion， several tools have been 
proposed and implemented but ぬeir scalability is stil not 
high 
In case of de七ecting reused files, ouは previous study sug. 
gested an approach for detecting reused file without any (or 
just slight) modifications in ∞mments or heade四 on largeｭ
scale software [12]. We used hash computation of the tokｭ
enized files and implemented a tool named FCFinder (File 
Clone Finder). In case study, we detected reused fil田四七he
F?'eeB8D Ports Collection 阻 17.16 hours with a single workｭ
st叫ion and investigated char剖cteristics of them守 However ，
the goal of this study 阻 noも deむecting code clones or reused 
files but investigating characもensもÎcs of se胎 ofreused files 
This paper sugges七s an approach for detec七ingcode clones 
for a collection of similar large-scale software products. Our 
approach is similar to previous 5加dYi We also comp叫ehash
values of files to detec色 reused files. However, this study is 
di官'erent from 七he previous study on following 七wo 出pects
(1) 七he outpu旬 of our approach 町e not only reused code 
仕agme醐， code clon田 b叫 also 1'eused file. (2) we only deｭ
色ec七edsets of files 七ha色町ereused in other collections withou.七
modifications 
To detec色 code clones, we use CCFinder which detects code 
clones on token-base [7]. As case study, we ∞mpare clone 
detection 色目1e between using our proposed approaches and 
only using CCFinder in three Open 8oul'ce 80ftware (088) 
proj田ts. As a r田ul七 of 色he c田e s七udy， we found もh叫 our
approach is much faster than only using CCFinder to detect 
code clones on largEトscale so品ware
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
2. explains もhe background of this study, definition of code 
clone and its related terms, and CCFinder, a token-based code 
clone detection tool. Section 3. explains our approach. Secｭ
tion 4. describes the c田e study and 抗5 results. Section 5 
explains related work. Section 6. summar師団山Îspaper and 
discusses future work 
2. Background 
This section explains definition of code clone and its re 
lated terms, CCFinder, a もoken-based code clone de恒C七lOn
色001， to give a clear understanding of this study. 
2. 1 Code Clone 
A code clone is a code 仕agmentthat has lexically, syntactト
cally, 01' semantically similar code fragments in source code 
Code clones 町e c閥抗ed because a progr田nmer sometimes 
in色entionally reuses existing code when she develops a new 
hardware drivers, or new platforms to improve the maintain目
abi1i七~y of source code. Meanwhile, she uninもentionally cre 
品目 code clones due to programming idioms or algoriぬmlc
泊ioms[8]. Many code clon目前e contained in 回晶、v訂e sysｭ
tems. In large-scale software, 13 -20 percent of code clones 
are contained [1] 
Code clones 紅e c叫egorized following types base on もhe
simil町ity of text [勾
Type 1: Idenもical code 仕agments excepも fo支 va1'iations in 
whitespace, layout 田d comments 
τ'ype 2: Syntactically iderr七ical f1'agmerr柏 except fo1' va1'iｭ
ations in identi世e四， literals，七;ypes ， whitespace, layout and 
co立1ロ1ents
τ'ype 3: Copied 1同.gmentswith fu1'ther modi五cationssuch 
酪 changed， added 01' removed st叫ements， in addi七ion 七o
variations in ident凶e1'S ， li七erals ， types, whitespace , layout 
阻d comments. 
We call a pair of code cones as a Clone Pair and a seも 01
code clones that 町e identical 01' simila1' to each 0七h町田 a
αone Set. 
2. 2 CCFinder 
Many studies sugges七ed code clone de-七ection 主echnics
and its impleme副ed 加01 [4] , [5] , [6] , [7], [10]. Between them, 
token-based techniques have high 七he recall and scalabilｭ
ity [2] ，向。 One of the famous 色oken-based _code clone deｭ
tection tools is CCFinder which is developed by Kamiya et 
al [7]. 1七 takes a sou1'ce 創回出 an input and 0叫pu柏 clone
pai1's info1'mation. It c阻1'eportτ'ype 1 and τ'ype 2 clones 
皿 severallanguages (e.g. C , C++ , Java, COBOL) 
The process of CCFinder consis旬 offollowing fou1' steps 
(1) Lexical Analysi5. Each line of 50urce files ﾍ5 diｭ
vided in七o tokens co1'responding to a lexical rule of the p1'o 
gramming language. The tokens of al source files are conｭ
catenaもedinto a single token sequence, 50 もha'も品ndingclones 
in multiple 血es is performed in the same way 田 single file 
analysis. At 七his step，色he white spaces (inc1uding ヘn" 拍d
“\ t" and comments) between toke田町e removed 世om 世間
token sequence, buも those characもe1's are sent to 也e fo1'mat 
ting step to reconstrucも七he original sou1'ce file , 
(2) Transformation. The token sequence is t1'ans-
formed , (i 吾， tokens 町e added , 1'emoved , 01' changed based 
on ぬe t1'ansform剖ion 1'ules) and theu , each id，ent泊e1'related 
to types, variables, and constants is replaced with a special 
token. This 1'eplacement makes code po1'七ions wi七h di畳'erent
V町iable n田nesto become clone pairs. A色 the same time, the 
mapping infor皿叫lon 仕om the t1'ansfo1'med token sequence 
m七othe original token sequences is 同ored fOl'もhefo1'matting 
step which comes late1' 
( 3 ) Match Detection. From all もhe substrings on the 
transformed もoken sequence, equivalent p出田町e detected 拙
伽e pai1's , A suffix-t1'ee matching algo1'ithm [3] is used to 
compuもe matching, in which ぬe c10ne location information 
罇 rep1'esented as a tree w比h sharing nodes fo1' leading idenｭ
tical su bsequences 出1d the clone d剖ection is pe1'fo1'med by 
searching 吐1e leading nodes on the tree 
(4) Formatting. Each loc品ion of clone pair is conｭ
ve1'ted into line numbe1's on もhe original source files 
Moreove1', ifぬetotal size of source files is too la1'ge to build 
a single suffix-tree on p口田町y store, i色 provides a 匂livideand 
conque1" app1'oach. The input sou1'ce 五les 町e divided into 
disjoinも subsets. For each pair of the subsets, a sub suffixｭ
t1'ee is built to extrac七 clone同pai1's. The to色 al collection of 
clone回pairs is the 五nalou七put. Howeve1'，比 still takes nu白
血e1'Ous もime to detect code clones on largEトscale softwa1'e, 
especially in building and m品ching su侶持t1'ee
3. Proposed Approach 
The overview of this approach 罇 described in Figu1'e 1.A七
五rsも， hash values of inpuも files a1'e c1'eated. Then 七wo c国e­
gorîes, identical 五le se柏(i.e 田ts of 自国仏国町e identical 
e田hoもher) ， and targe七日1田 a1'e c1'eated. Then, code c10nes 
on 色町get 釦田町e detected , Finally, ove1'al clone sets a1'e c1'eｭ
ated by m国ching detected clone sets and 禔entical file sets. 
This app1'oach takes a source files 出拙 input and ou七，puts
ove1'al clone sets and iderr七ical 五le seもs. We will explain each 
s七epwith an example of阻put 創出訊 = {Fl , F2' F31'" lFn}. 
( 1 ) Calculate MD5 Hash. This s胎:p C1'eates inp叫
files' MD5 hash valu田 [11]. We select MD5 as a hash funo 
tion because i七 doesnot require any large substitution tables 
can be coded quite compactly. Let us assume th前田 a 1'eｭ
sul七 of inpu七日les F's MD5 hash computations we obt副na
set of hash values H 口 {Ha ， Hα ， Hb ，...， Hk} 伊豆 n). This 
me担s th叫 MD5 hash values of 畠les Fl , F2 a1'e もhe s町田e
Meanwhile, file F3 h田 unique MD5 hash value 
(2) Formatting. In もhis step, a hash table is c1'eated 
wr七hc乱.lculatedMD5 hash values 田 keys and its cor1'espond白
ing sets of file 田 values. If 五les have same MD5 hash value, 
ぬey 町e added to the same value as a set. For example，創出
F" 乃 have Ha 出 a MD5 hash value, they are added as valｭ
ues in hash table whose hash key is Ha. lvleanwhile，五le お
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Figure 1 An overview of our research 
path is added 回 a value in a has11 table whose hash key is 
Hb. 
(3 ) Create Each Set. This step cre品目 target 五les T 
and identical 五lesets 81 based on ぬeinformation on a 11ash 
table. At 五日t， a number of each MD5 hash value in hash 
table is checkedj If the number of MD5 hash value is more 
than two, their corresponding key in the hash table 18 added 
to t町E前副es T. Meanwh i1e, if the number of value is one) 
its corresponding key of the hash table i$ added to identical 
file se-柏 81. In addiもlon，もhe 畳rst file of each identical file set 
is added to 七町getfiles T. This added file will be used in the 
later step 
Inexample) 缶詰，釦es Fl , F2 are added to identical 量lesets 
81 and 宣le F3 is added to target files T. In this situation, 
each set contains following filesj 
o Identical 五le set 81 = {Fl ， F2 ， ・}
• Target 自由 T = {F"...} 
N ext, Fl , the fir抗日le of each identical 自le set, is added to 
targ計五les. Therefore, final s国s contains following files 
1) Identical 五le 白色 81 = {H ,F",,,} 
• Target fil田 T = {F"F1 ,..-} 
(4) Detect Code Clones. A clone set on targeも五lesT 
are detected in this step. To detect code cIones, we selected 
CCFinder 田 a code cIone de七ection tool because it detec白
code c10nes with high speed. Moreover, iも h田 high accuracy 
for detecting code clones. In exarnple, leも us assume that a 
cIone 8et C = {cQ , c，β ・}町e detected 台om t町g前五l田 T=
{F3 ， Fl， ・}
(5) Match Cone Information. This sもep creates al 
done se-七s by matching de色ected clone s剖s on added 五le 出叫
i8 the 五rst 直leof each identical file se-七 and identical 五leseも 81
ass町e th叫七ha土 because the 釦es in the same set of identical 
files are exact each other, the location of clone of each file 
should be loc抗ed in the same location. Therefore, if code 
clone are detec-もedon 主he first 畳leof each idenむicalfile set, we 
added the code 仕agmentsin 0七her files of もhesame identical 
file set to the same clone set 
In example, code clone c，βis de匝cted on 五le H 皿 prevlous
槌 code clone cβin file Fl. Leも us assume th叫 code clones 
m もhe file F2 is Cy, then, co抽出国 code clone Cβ ， Therefore, 
code clone c"'( is added to the same clone set where code clone 
Cβis contained. All cIone sets C ∞田its of {Co, cβ ， Cγ ー}
4. Case Study 
In case study, we detected code clone on three large-scale 
open sour田 softw，町e(088) projec胎 using our approach and 
only using CCFinder. We used 30 toke出品 the minimum 
length of 七okensequence of a code done to CCFinder in bo七h
appro剖ches. The goal of this c田e study is to compare code 
clone detection time between our approach and only using 
CCFinder 
This c田e study w田 performed on a 64 bits Windows 7 
Professional workstation equipped with 2 processor, 2.67GHz 
and 2.66GHx CPUs and 24 gigab:同es of main memory. 
4. 1 Target System 
Asumm世y about the 色町get sysもemsis described in Table 
1. We selected three OSS projects, Apache Ant(l) , Linux ker. 
nel(2) and GT-B5510 model∞. Apache A叫 is a J ava library 
and command-line tool whose mission ﾎs to drive proce8ses 
described in build files as targe七s and extension points de司
pendent upon each other. We selected only java 員les in ぬe
srcjmain d目印刷y 企om 16 sequ田町 verslO田(1.5.2- 1.8.4).
Linux kernel is a c10ne of the operating system Unix, writー
もen from scratch by Linus Torvalds with 回目前回ce 丘'om a 
loosely-knit team of hackers across 七he N叫. It originally deｭ
veloped firs-七 for 32-bit x86-b剖ed PCs (386 or higher) , now, 
it suppor恒 multiple 町chitectur田 (e.g. AMD x86-64, IBM 
8/390).We selected only c files in the fs directory 仕om 12 
田quen田 versions (2.6 日 -2.6.10). GT-B5510 model is a S剖n­
sung mobile phone, Samsung Galaxy Y Pro. We selected 
three versions of this model for d泊erent countries, Euro, 
Br回il and China. We selected only c files in the kernel di-
rectory. 
4. 2 Result and Discussion 
Targe七五les and identical 五lesets are created after “Creat-
step. Becau8e files Fl , F2 町e identical each other, we sure (1) : http://ant.apache.org/ 
tha七 codeclone is also loc叫ed in file F2 in the same location (2) : h的p:jjwww.kernel.orgj 
(3) : http://opensource.samsung.com/index.jsp 
Project Name 
Apache ant 
Linux kernel 
GT-B5510 model 
2,971 ,948 
6,191,838 
41,982,594 
ing Each Set" Step. The number of created 七arge-七五les and 
identical file se柏町e shown in Table 2. The colum Identi四
cal Files represents the inform品ion of d国ected identical file 
se七s. Apach ant contains 3,083 se七s of identical fil.田 Overall
number of identical 五les is 8,667 and もheyare 76.1 percent of 
input source files. Linux kernel contains 1,967 sets of identi 
cal 五les. Overall number of iden七ical 直les is 9,712 and もhey
目e 91.0 percent of input source files. GT-B5510 model conｭ
tains 28,181 se胎 ofidentical fil目。 Overallnumber of identical 
日les is 9,712 and they are 99.8 percent of inpu七 source files 
Between 七hem， GT-B5510 model contains the niost identト
cal files. We 田sume もhat this is because many of files are 
reused in GT-B5510 model and only specific func七ions for 
each country 目e1皿plemented
The number of detec七ed clone sets by our approach are 
also shown in Table 3. 10,692, 21 ,343 and 148,761 clone se柏
were detected 仕omApache ant, Linex kernel, and GT-B5510 
model, respec七ively as a result of our approach. The number 
of clone sets by only using CCFinder are also shown in Table 
3 
Henceforth, We will discuss our results in もerms of detec 
tion time and accuracy of results 
( 1 ) Detection Time The code clone detection time of 
only using CCFinder and our approach is described in Table 
3. As shown in Table 3, in Apache a叫， detection time of 
CCFinder is 241 seconds. Meanwhile, detection time of our 
approach w，出 89seconds. Moreover, in Linux kernel and GTｭ
B5510 model, the de七ection time of CCFinder was 1,119 and 
113,445 seconds, r田pectively. Meanwhile, the detection time 
of our approach was 168 and 113,445 seconds, respecもively.
In Linux kernel and GT-B5510 model, our approach deｭ
tec柏町de clones ten time faster 出叩 only using CCFinder 
We believe 七hat our approach de七ects code clones faster, if 
七he scale of target system is more 1町ge
(2) Accuracy of Results To determine accuracy of 
七heresults derived by our approach) we arbi七rary selecむed 30 
clone sets that are detected by our approach 台om each 088 
Table 2 Target files and outp凶s for each OSS projecも
Targe七 Files Iden七îcalFiles 
Project Name 
#Files Lines of Code #Files # Se柏
Apache a凶 3,083 1,729,505 8,667 3,083 
Linux kernel 2,928 2,383,758 9,712 1,967 
GT-B551O model 28,327 14,152,711 86,840 28,181 
project project: Then, we use the outpu色 of CCFinder from 
七he same projects. We found 出品 all selected clo:ne sets are 
also deむectedby only using CCFinder 
We also selec胞d 30 identical file sets 仕om each OS8 
project. We manually checked al of them and found th叫
files in the same identical file sets are really iden七ical each 
o七her
5. Re!ated Work 
Many 加chnique and its implemented 加ols have been proｭ
posed for de七ecting code clones on large-scale so血ware
Baker proposed a tool named Du p to detect 危ext-basedand 
line based code clones [1]. Dup ignor田 commen胎， indentaｭ
tion and whi色e space. It de七ects exactly same clone pairs 
or parameterized match code 金agments (i.e.) code 仕agments
七ha-七 are comprised of neighboring sequences of source lines . 
and variable names or structures member in one code 仕ag-
ment are consisもentlychanged i帥00もher code 丘何回ent). sf 
Dup found 20 percent matches of lenght at least 30 lines on 
the Window 8ystem subsystem (88) which h田 almos 1.1M 
lines.. The cpu time of SS was 7.9 minutes on the SS with 
one 40MHz R3000 processor (primary 1 and D cache 64KB, 
secondary 1MB, main 256MB, 8GI IRlX 4.1) 
CP-Miner, proposed by Li et al. detects token-based code 
clones based on frequen七 subsequent mining which is an 
association analysis もechnique to discover 仕equent subseト
quences in a collection of sequences [10]. Enhanced algoｭ
rithm, CloSpan [13] allows CP-Miner to tolerate one to two 
statement inse凶ions) deletions, or modific抗 ions in copy.目
pasted code, ignoring an arb抗rarily long different code seg. 
ment that ﾏs unlikely to be copyp由民dcode. CP-Miner found 
190,000 and 150,000 copied code clones tha.も account for 20-
22 percen七 ofthe source code in Linux and FreeBSD within 
20 minutes 
Hummel et al. proposed index-based code clone detection 
approach [5]. It detects 巧pe 1 and Type 2 clon田 by using 
MD5 hash value 七o calcul批e hash values 仕om normalized 
叫atementsfor each inpu七五leand retrieving code clones from 
七he datab田es where the hash v叫ues are stored. In the c田e
study, 1日日 machines performed clone detection in 73 MLOC 
of open source code in 36 minu白s
Table 3 Clone sets and detection time(seconds) from CCFinder 
and our approach 
CCFinder Our approach 
Project Name 
#Clone Se旬 Time #Clone Sets Time 
Apache an色 11,169 241 10,692 89 
Linux kernel 24,235 1,119 21,343 168 
GT-B5510 model 325,274 113,445 148,761 11,902 
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6. Summary and F、lture Work 
1n this paper, we suggest 阻 approach for detecting code 
clones ? for a collection of similar large-scale 50晶、;vareprodｭ
ucts. Our approach uses MD5 h拙h もo 五nd identical 五le sets 
and CCFinder to detecも code clones. The inpu七 of th回 ap­
proach is source files and aliもputs are overall clone sets and 
idenもical f?e 5e柏 In case study, we applied aur approach to 
ぬree OSS projects and compared code clone detection time 
beもween only using CCFinder and Qur approach. We found 
七ha七 Qllr approach t北田 shorter time 七o detecも code clones 
There are 乱 number of 町eas in which we would like to 
expand upon this study. At first , our current approach sucｭ
C田sfully detected reused iden.抗cal file sets, but, it cannot 
categorize files might be reused wi出 slightly modific叫lOn
(i.e. , change 出品ifier n悶e 01' com印刷出 idenむical fil田
Therefore, we plan to improve our approach for detecting 
reused 血es with slightly modification as identical file sets 
Although we applied our approach to three OSS projects 
and we found that our approach fas悼r than CCFinder to deｭ
tect code clones in large-scale software. The result might be 
changed to other software projects. Therefore, we plant to 
apply our approach to v品ious size of softw，町e in di古田@凶
domains 
Finally, our approach uses CCFinder to detect code clones 
and we compared our approach w比h only CCFinder in the 
C田e study in this paper. Using other code cloning detection 
加olsmight be efficien七色han CCFinder in de担ctinglarge-scale 
software and 色heresult of c田estudy also might be ch阻gedif 
we comp町eo七her tools. We belîeve 也前 CCFinder is approｭ
priate for de同cting code clon鑚 on large-scale so品，ware， b叫
we consider inもroducingother code clones de七ec七iontools and 
comp町e results from them in the 四5e 叫udy.
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